Horoscope Guide: May 21-27
by Wanda_Perry

ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Carefully think your way through a problem. Make sure you have all the
pertinent information to draw the correct conclusion or to make a final decision.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Strive to be logical in spending and practical when setting your budget.
Review your assets and potential income, and find a way to avoid creating debt.

GEMINI (May 21 - June 21): You owe it to yourself to be happy. Seek peace and harmony in the important
relationships of your life and settle into a highly spirited cycle this week.

CANCER (June 22 - July 22): Take advantage of an opportunity to break away from the fray of confusion.
Make adjustments in your schedule to allow more time for relaxation and reflection.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Friends will play a key role in the success of a shared project. Join forces, uncover
a special camaraderie and plan to network your way to success.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Professional encounters, business negotiations or dealing with the public
are hectic yet energizing. Remove previous boundaries and push yourself to the limit.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): There could be confusion or misunderstandings in communication. Take a
personal, hands-on approach to delivering an important message.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): Keep in mind that all that glitters is not gold. See through appearances and
judge a friend by his or her intrinsic values, as opposed to material standards.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Seek to establish a happy, healthy and long-lasting union. Balance the
importance of the relationship with your own personal goals and ambitions.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Avoid making costly mistakes during a laborious task. Follow the
instructions of an experienced colleague or co-worker and you cannot go wrong.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You could find your current social circle or group of friends quite boring or
lackluster. Break free and express your individuality this week.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You are prone to overreact to emotional situations or stimuli. Examine your
feelings and make sure that you and your loved ones are on the same page.

If your birthday is this week, your ideas are deep, intense and inspired by knowing what you want to create in
your life. Be prepared for a major shift in your priorities. Take time to plan your goals in order to use time and
energy effectively. There is a creative element involved that could be very helpful in artistic or spiritual
pursuits. Look at the bright side and expect the pleasantly unexpected in romantic or financial affairs.

Also born this week: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Artie Shaw, Bob Dylan, Ralph W. Emerson and Lenny
Kravitz.
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